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'MARY OF SCOTS' OPENS SATURDAY
Day Of Prayer
For Foreign
Students Set
"Give and pray for destitute
foreign students." This is the
plea of the National NFCCS student ·relief campaign.
Those words were· repeated by
Don Knipper, Xavier's newlyappointed Student Relief director, at the initial meeting of the
Student Relief committee, held
last Monday in Science Hall.
Knipper announced that Sunday, Dec. 12 ,has been proclaimed
by national headquarters as a
regional and national day of
prayer for all the recipients of
student relief in both Europe and
Asia.
In a letter from Gus Oder, Regional student relief director from
Villa Madonna college, Covington, Knipper quoted ". . . the
only motive behind our every action is that of Christian charity."
In accordance with this letter,
Knipper asked that each student
realize his own personal participation in this day of prayer, and
contribute spiritually as well as
materially to those so much in
need of assistance.
An outline of the plans of Xavier's student relief drive was
drawn, and formation of the ·committees was begun.
Another meeting of the committee is scheduled for Monday,
Dec. 13, in Room 109, Science
Hall at 1: 30.

ANDERSON DRAMA TO PLAY DECEMBER II, 12, I3, I4;
SUE FISCHER AND WALT WHALEN IN TITLE ROLES

Shown above are members of the Masque So-1 and Louis Bunning as Lord Ruthven enact the
ciety 1 in three scenes from "Mary of Scotland". murder of Rizzio. Center: Queen Mary. Right: Otis
Left: Sue Fischer as Mary, John Hooley as Rizzio Schulte as Lord Throgmorton greets Queen Mary.
When the "first nighters" take
their seats for the Masque Society's initial performance of
Maxwell Anderson's Mary of
Scotland in the South Hall "little
theater" Saturday evening, Dec.
11, they will witne~s the opening
of the first extended-run production ever to be staged on the
Xavier·- Campus.
,
The three-act drama, which
which will play Saturday through
Tuesday, Dec. 11, 12, 13 and 14,
will culminate eight weeks of
extensive rehears<!ls and preparation on the part of the entire
society and their energetic director, Victor L. Dial.
The play opens with the return of Mary from France to take

Eighteen Xavier Students
Selected For '48-49 Who's Who
Sixteen seniors and two juniors were chosen by the
Faculty Council to represent Xavier University in WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES,
the annual publication listing outstanding students from
all the colleges and universities in the United States.
Nominees from Xavier include:
Albert J. Bischoff, senior, Cincinnati; Robert A. Conway, senior, Cincinnati; B er n a rd L.
Downey, Lima, Ohio; Rafael V.
Fitzgerald, senior, Plankington,

Christmas Ball
Proceeds To Aid
Needy Families
Xavier Memorial Fieldhouse
will be the scene of the Christmas Charity Ball, the proceeds of
which wilL be donated to the
Little Sisters of the Poor and
will be used for needy families
in Cincinnati.
The dance will be Friday, Dec.
17, from nine to one, with the
music of Charlie Lohmueller.
Admission price, slightly raised
for the cause of chai-ity, will be
$2.00 per couple.
The members of the dance
committee are drawing up plans
for the dance with the Social
Committee are Jim Hammacher,
George Clayton, Dennis Cash,
John Vetter, John Dillon, John
Brosman, and Warren Flnne1an.

S.D.; Thomas H. Farrel, junior,
Cincinnati; Paul B. Gorman, senior, Cincinnati; G. Richard Hagee,
senior, Sharonville, Ohio; Thomas
H. Hanna, senior, Cincinnati;
Richard E. Henkel, senior, Cincinnati; Melvin A. Hessler, senior, Cincinnati; Paul w. Kelly,
junior, Carroll, Iowa; Jack R.
Kirschmer, s e n i 0 r, Cincinnati;
Lawrence W. Keller, senior,
Newport, Ky.; Timothy J. Leahy,
senior, Louisville; Robert G. Mc~
Graw, senior, Cincinnati; Milton
A. Partridge, senior, Cincinnati;
Robert E. Polewski, senior, Cincinnati; Thomas J. Rusch, senior,
Louisville, Ky.; John J. Weithe,
senior, Cincinnati.
The Council based its selection
of each candidate on the individual scholastic standing, cocurricular activity and the estimated possibilities for ·future
success.
WHO'S WHO maintains a placement bureau and each name that
appears in the book is kept on
file. Any time the student desires the service of this bureau
it is available to him without
coat.

up her rule in Scotland. It pro- title role of Mary of Scotland.
ceeds with her marriage to Lord Other leading players include
Darnely, the death of her secre- Walter Whalen, Dermot Grice
William Schulte and Doris Wolf.
In supporting roles are Marilyn
TICKET SALES
Hilvers, Bill Costello, E. William
Tickets for all performances Sullivan, Otis Schulte, Louis
of Mary of Scotland inay be Bunning, John Hinkler, Bob Mcobtained in the bookstore. Stu- Graw, Dick Hartigan, Joanne
dents will receive one free O'Connell; Stanley Roehm, John
ticket for the last coupon in Hooley, Brian Conley and Emtheir activity book and may mett Ryan.
purchase a companion ticket
The group attended Mass and
for 55 cents. Regular price is Communion in a body Sunday,
$1.20.
Dec. 5 in the Hinkle Hall Chapel
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m. for the success of the play. The
There will be no reserved seats. Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., spir- - - - - - - - - - - - - itual moderator, officiated. A
tary, the civil war in Scotland breakfast followed at the Hotel
and the imprisonment of Mary Alms.
by Queen Elizabeth in England.
All stage settings have benn
assembled by the members of
the Masque Society. Special effects will be accomplished by
means of drapes, overhead lighting, and a series of platforms. Over 20 Teams To Begin
Recorded symphonic excerpts
will highlight important scenes. Play Early Next Month
The complete and effective reNative costumes will add to the
juvenation
of Xavier's intramural
authenticity of the play,
· Miss Sue Fischer, Evening Col- sports program appeared certain
lege freshman, will portray the of accomplishment this week
when Bill Feldhaus, faculty director of the program, announced
that over twenty teams had indicated their readiness for basketball competition scheduled to
All Xavier juniors have put a begin early next month.
double red ring around Jan. 14
Plans for the new intramural
on their calendars to mark the set-up, prepared by Feldhaus in
biggest event of their social sea- cooperation with the Student
~o~rli~;a;~;:t~: 0
M~~~~ Athletic Board, call for division
ley's orchestra will draw a crowd of the student Qody into twentyodd units, each of which will be
to the formal, which will prob-'
ably be held at Castle Farm. Mr. expected to enter a team for
Barnett's horn-blowers are the competition in each of the sports
current choice of the committee. to be offered.
First call on the tickets, soon
Resident students from each
to be put on sale for $4.00 each, floor of Elet and Marion Halls
will go to the juniors. The tickets and from each barracks on camleft over will be sold to seniors pus will comprise at least 15
who wish to attend. If Castle units. Day students will be subFarm's 2,000 capacity still has divided into units representing
not been reached, sophomores graduates of Elder, Purcell, Roger
and freshmen will be allowed to Bacon and St. Xavier high
grab up the remaining ducats. schools, with a separate unit exThe men in charge of the Prom pected from grads of Kentucky's
arrangements are Tom Link and prep schools. Further qualificaJim Charles ·and Paul Theiman, tions for eligibility to compete
president, vice-president and sec- with these latter units will be
retary of the junior class. Gene announced later.
Contacted earlier bf members
Mahany has been dele1ated to in·
ve1tl1ate the procurlnl of favon. of the Student Athletic Board,

Board Reports
Keep Council
Members Busy
Reports on the activity of Student Council's three standing
boards and committees, covering
a wide range of student problems
and issues, comprised the major
portion of that body's Monday
sessions for the last three weeks.
Increasing attention to their fields
of jurisdiction was demonstrated
by members of the Social Committee, Athletic and Judicial
Boards.
Councilmen heeded closely the
report by Athletic Board Chairman Dick Henkel on the progress
of the intramural program. The
program's details as drawn up
by Bill Feldhaus, director of Intramurals, and approved by the
Board was outlined at last Monday's session. (Story below)
Council also gave its approval
to a complete investigation of
the Legion of Honor Award, with
the Board scheduled to report on
that matter next week.
At earlier meetings the Board
anounced that it had approved
the student seating system for
basketball games in Memorial
Fieldhouse as presented by Athletic Director Al Stephan.
During the Monday, Nov., 29
meeting, Social Committee Chairman Bob McGraw set off length'Sr
debate when he inquired about
the relationship of all student or( Continued on Page 8)

Basketball Play To. Launch
Revamped lniramural System

Junior Class·.
Planning Prom

;'1;::;:

all unit representatives reported
last Friday to a meteing at which
Feldhaus explained the new I-M
system. The director's announcements of such strong innovations
as rotating schedules, qualified
(Continued on page 6)

Walsh To Speak
At Forum Sunday
The Rev. Gerald G. Walsh,
S.J., is the third speaker in the
X. U. Forum series scheduled for
8: 30 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 12, at
the Taft Auditorium.
Author, editor, of Thought magazine at Fordham university, Fr.
Walsh will lecture on the topic,
"Can Europe Survive?"
-------------

VACATION

Classes at the Evenlnr College will be recessed for the
Christmas vacation period after
the last class on Friday, Dee.
18, and will be resumed Monday evening, Jan. 3. No classes
will meet on the followlnr
..
even1ng, J an....
on the Evanston Campus,
classes will be concluded on
Saturday, Dec. 11. after the
final clau and wlll reopen on
J
1
_ ....
__· - - - - - - - - -
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Letters
To The Editor

Adeste Fidelis

Football Banquet
Dear Editor:

There are several things which
occurred at the Musketeer Club
dinner for the football team
which I think need an airing.
First of all, how were several
deserving p 1 a y e r s overlooked
when the letters were passed
EDITOR-IN-ClllEF........................................................................................ Rlchard E. Hen~el, ;~g· out? Secondly,· what happened to
MANAGING EDITOR............................................................................ Loul• A. Bunnlnr.d ~., .'j the Legion of Honor award? It
A•soclate Edltors ........................................................C. Charles Lang, '1iO; John Wad e I, · 9
Feature Edltor............................................................................................................................Tlm Dowd is about this point that I think
Evening' College Edltor.............................................................................................. Marllyn Hilvers some explanat1·on should be made.
Starr Correspondents ................ Art Ney, .Um O'Brien, Jim Bechtold, Ed Bedlng"haus,
Charle• Horan, John Cade, Paul Palmisano, Andy DoJcsak, Al Moser, John
There has been talk going
Connelly, William Parsely, Dick Hartigan, Len Supple, Norman Nugent, William
.··.·.'
Lehman, James Schottlekotte, George Lampe, Thomas Gallarher, Jerry MaHa, around, and it was confirmed in
George Reslng, Joseph Stlbe, Fred Newbill, Henry Mayer, Walter Vester, Audrey th
th t
X ·
MeCaffcrty, Frank Ritter, Jean Halloran, Larry Darker, Harry Maley, Pat Riley,
e newspapers,
a no
av1er
Mary Leah Nicholson, James Reynolds, Joan Gerke.
player is deserving of the award
~:.?.~;~:i~.~.~~.~.Ji~"]{';~f';; .. :;·~d·;"ilii'~: .. 6~·~;g:~.. :;·~1~~;··:;·~~k·:·5~t;;~~~:r,1'':!;rs~1~i~~~~ at this time. I can't agree with
Jim Rasfeld, Frank Sommerkamp, Dan Richter.
this statement because if any
Photorraphero ................ Stan Keller, Emmel& Ryan, James McCarthy, Denis Cash, Pat
Gleeson, Bob sehlanser.
player ever deserved it Bob ConCartoonlst............................................................................................................................ :........... Tom Gray \Vay does. Just What do YOU have
Editorial \Vrlters .................... R. Henkel, L. Dunning", J. Waddell, C. Lang, Tim Leahy,
Tom Hanna.
to do to be eligible? Bob hasn't
BUSINESS l\IANAGER........................................................................................ Jerry Halloran, •:;o been a great football player but
Business SlafL .................. Pat Klatte, Dan O'Donnell, Ralph Hollmeyer, John Quinlan·
Circulations l'llanagers ........................................................ Gene Friedmann, Bob Schlldmeyer he has been good and has put
Faculty Editorial Advlscr.................................................... Rev. Victor C. Stechschulte, S.J.
FACULTY DIKECTOK....................................................................................Joseph Link, Jr., •ar. in three good seasons at Xavier.
<The views and opinions as expressed by various feature writers, columnists and Along with this, Conway has
g"Uest writers do not necessarily express the official opinion• of the Xavier Unlver•llY Administration. Matters of official nature appearlnr In the "News" will be 10 been more active on the campus
designated.)
·
than any other student.
Since coming.to Xavier, he has
Masque Society And The News
,
been active in student council
THE News has watched with no little interest and satis- affairs and this year he is presi1 faction the manner in which the recently appointed di- dent of that body. He has been~~~'.:_'.'.~_:::.::=:~~~~~~~~~~~::=:::::.__ _ _ __
rector of the Masque Society, Victor L. Dail, has progressed senior delegate to the NFCCS;
in his work with that group. Overcoming almost unsurmount- he is president of the Varsity 'The Talk Around Campus
able technical difficulties, he and his Masquers will present "X" Club; he is an active sodalist
the fruits of their labors Saturday through Tuesday, Dec. 11 and has been a debater; and he
to 14 in Sou th Hall.
has had leading parts in many of
J
The News was the target of sharp criticism from both the plays presented by the MasBy,
Fred
Newbill
que
Society.
To
top
it
off
he
has
students and faculty for its supposedly unjust treatment of
the lVlasque Society's productions of last year. Having never been a good student carrying a
borne a grudge against the Society, but rather following heavy schedule of solid subjects. • .. News stories on two Student Council resolutions reveals
its policy of endeavoring at all times to encourage activities With such a record it is hard to change of attitude over 16-year period; Some items c.n cam·
pus you haven't heard about; Silly signs posted by campus
through commendations and constructive criticism without see how .he was overlooked.

e

SO THEY· SJ.\Y

assuming an attitude of antagonism, we acknowledge the reJim Bechtold, Junior
juvenation of the Masque Society as one of Xavier's note• • •
worthy successes this year.
Commendation
So it is with genuine delight that we recommend Mary
of Scotland to the student body and their friends as an un- To the Students of Xavier:
The Alumni Association -apdertaking worthy of their full support.

organizations ruining correspondent's digestion.

Whe?t we can't make light of owr troubles, we can keep them dark. in Xavier's 1948 Homecoming,
and your efforts toward its success.
We wish to commend especially
• The True Holiday Spirit
''Blessed the Lord, 0 my soul: and forget not all his benefits." all who helped to make the
(Ps. cii) floats such an outstanding part
of the · day's program. There
ITH the arrival of Advent, we inaugurate a new ec- were numerous favorable comclesiastical year and in a few weeks we shall celebrate ments and we want to add our
the feast of Christmas. Many have already prepared for the congratulations to each of the
holiday and it's safe to say that most of these plans either participating organizations. We
leave Christ out altogether or give Him only minor attention should like to see this grow into
for the coming season.
an annual tradition.
Are you making preparations for the birth of Christ, or Please convey our thanks to all
do your plans call only for celeb(ating the material holiday who cooperated so splendidly.

. . . last year's Student Council
dance was practically boycotted
... because ... Council members
were admitted free to other
campus dances.''

• • • • •

Xaverian News, Nov. 10, 1932 . . . "The rule admitting
Student Council members free of charge to all social fuctions
. . . was unanimously abolished . . . The Student Council
wishes to emphasize ... that [it 'isl not parasitic, that [its
preciates very much your part members wish to] aid, not impede, undergraduate activities

W

which doesn't even approach being the spiritual holyday
that it should?
The common seasonal spirit is to get tight and remain
so for the whole week's period from Christmas night to New
Year's morning. The true holiday spirit is seen in the enthusiastic welcome of Christ into our bodies and souls on
that eventful day.
The latter can't be done by a quick and haphazard Confession a few days before the feast, then attendance at only
one Mass on Christmas morn, and finally the complete forgetfulness of Christ during the ensuing week. No, it requires
painstaking plans to enable one really to be ready to receive
the Babe into his heart. We must make careful preparation,
which means planning early for that reception of the Divine
Son.
·
How can we better avail ourselves of the means to "make
ready the way of the Lord" than by frequent Confession and
even more frequent attendance at Holy Communion? We
don't have to give up our parties, but rather merely moderate them-continue to attend them, but still subordinate
everything to the real importance of the holiday season: the
Nativity, the Infant of Bethlehem.
Don't live just to be living!

First Campus Retreat Starts

I

'i

About 100 students are expected to attend the Xavier retreat to be held on .campus Dec.
10, 11, and 12, according to Rev.
Frank T. Dietz, S.J., student
counsellor. This retreat will be
the first of seven to be held on
campus during several weekends
throughout the school year. The
retreat master will be Rev. John
Uhl, S.J., from St. Xavier high
school.

Arrangements have been made
for a few students to make a retreat at Gethsemane, Ky., at the
Trappist Monastery located there.
Anyone interested should contact
Fr. Dietz in his office.

Students making any of tbe
above mentioned retreats, or wbo
have made a retreat at Milford
are exempt from making the retreat between semesten in lan-

u1117.

Council minutes for meeting of
Nov. 8, 1948 ••• "[The Resolution]

... whereas, members of the . : .
Council receive and ask no compensation for their services . . •
Be it hereby resolved that all
voting members of Student Council and all Social Committee
members be' admitted to all Xavier University social functions
free of charge . . . [was] carried
Vince Beckman,
Homecoming Chairman by unanimous vote."

• • •

High School Kids?

4sininp Opinions?

Rather than by-pass spring
sports and other late activities,
editor Gene Driscoll has scrapped
the graduation day publication
date and plans to bring out the
annual around June 30 . . . The
honors AB students, who are
boy-wonders educationally, have
been described by one irate nonboy wonder as an "infantile
bunch of high school kids who
don't belong in a college classroom.''-... Egad ••. At 8 p.m. a
certain X student tried to phone
his Mount St. Joe dove~-but ran
into the busy signal-33 times.
On the 34th try, shortly after 10
o'clock, he got through, only to
be informed that calling hours
were over. No one need wonder
what makes Dan Brown the philosopher that he now is.

Dear Editor:
The· November 11 issue of the
News published a long overdue
rebuke of the radical views expressed in Joe Meyer, Jr.'s column, "This 'n' That.'' We were
elated, but not for long. In the
Sports Section an unsportsmanlike sports editor struck back in
poor editorial form. Said editor
seems to be living under a delusion of self-righteousness that
not only gives him a right to present his asinine opinions with
dogmatic finality, but also places
him beyond reproach.
Joe Meyer, Jr., has used his
column, with very poor taste, to
conduct a personal feud and has
had the egotistical nerve to compare its validity to that of the
Petrine texts. Mr. Meyer completely ignored the main issue
and went to great lengths to
enumerate the various activities
headed by the audacious person
who dared to find fault with
"Tllis 'n' That.'' Mr. Meyer even
did a poor job at this, since he
neglected to mention that his
critic also serves as President of
the Junior Class.
.Jerry I. Felerta1
.Junior·

$50,000 Reward
Sometimes yours truly must eat
a hurried breakfast and rush to
school. On such mornings it does
my digestion no good to be suddenly confronted with a sign
shouting, "We want YOU!" (at
Economics Club meetings.) Or
"$50,000 REWARD" (may be
yours if you properly use knowledge gained at . Accounting Society gatherings.) F o r three
weeks "Don't Watch This· Spot"

has been hanging above the coke
refrigerator in South Hall. A man
can only stand so much sign
shocking. I .concede that organizations can advertise if they wish,
but let me make this clear. If I,
or any of my friends, get run
down by a medieval knight thundering through the halls on his
charger advertising the Chess
Club, I'm going to raise cain. So
help me.

Senior Class Meet
Draivs 65 Of 250
Unconcerned over the disappointing attendance of 65 out of
250 seniors at their class meeting held Nov. 23, Mel Hessler,
senior class president, opened the
second class meeting with discussions from the floor on the
all important subjects of the senior class gift and patron saint.
Dick Diehl, chairman of the
gift committee, explained the
various gifts that have been suggested and their approximate
cost, and from all indications it
seems that the seniors will choose ·
either a "Xavier University" sign
fronting the drive or an automatic device to ring the chimes.
The seniors were asked to vote
on the patron saint for the class
but as yet there have not been
enough votes to insure a representative opinion.
Art Ney gave a report on the
proposed buffet dinner-dance to
be held on Jan. 25 at the Hotel
Gibson ballroom. This will be
strictly a senior affair, intended
as a farewell gathering for the
graduating seniors of the February class.
William D. Fentress, personnel director of the Formica Company, spoke on the topic "Now
That I Have My Sheepskin, What
Next?" after the business session.

X~VIER

Xavier Order Of Military Merit Three Frosh
Awarded To 19 Cadet Corpsmen Receive Class
Announce 10 Vacancies veterans who wish to enter the Council Posts
In Advanced Course
By George Resing
Nineteen members of the Xavier Corps of Cadets were recently enrolled in the Xavier
Order of Military Merit. These
men, who have distinguished
themselves as Military students
and have shown exceptional proficiency in leadership, are now
entitled to wear the red fourragere of the Order. Those names
to be engraved on the roster of
the X. O. M. M. include:

Corps in February. Qualified students wishing to make use of this
exc.ellent opportunity for a reserve commission should register
for a physical examination no
later than Dec. 14 at the Military
Office. The physicals will be held
prior to Dec. 18.

• •

•

Bill Macke, one of Xavier's
ace riflemen, tops the Rifle Team
this week with his outstanding
marksmanship. Others- members
of the team who represent Xavier in postal matches with such
cadet Lt. Col. John J. Dillon, Cadet schools as Texas A. & M., UniCaptatn Eugene W. Koesters, Cadet Cap- versity of Illinois, Georgia Schobl
taln Charles L. Tieman, Cadet 1st Lt.
James P. McCarthy, Cadet 2nd Lt. George of Technology, Ohio State, PurH. Clayton, Cadet 2nd Lt. Donald Esper, due Harvard and others are in
Cadet 2nd Lt. Eugene J. Friedmann, Ca- 1
'
'
det 2ns' Lt. Ferdinand Hauser, Cadet 2nd team positions, Al Niedharder,
Lt. Eugene S. Mahany, Cadet 2nd Lt. T
M h ·
D
N
'
Thomas A. Murray, cadet 2nd Lt. John
om oe ringer, on ersw1ck,
J. Vogel, Cadet 2nd Lt. Joseph F. Vor- Ted Wilke, and Jack Sturm. Sgt,
morh, Cadet Master Sgt. James E. Mal'ck,
. .
Cadet Sgt. First Class Charles R. Perry, J. J. Fllhppone, team coach, reCadet Sgt. First Class Donald G. Schuer- ports that although the "X-perts"
rnan,-·Cadet Sgt. James A. Beatty, Cadet
Sgt. Elmer c. Korte, Cadet Sgt. Raymond have been edged slightly in their
R. Riehle, and Cadet Sgt. Richard C. initial matches the team's imDenntng.
The professor of Military Sci- provemi;nt is ste~dy and scores
ence and Tactics, Colonel Sidney are noticeably higher than last
F. Dunn, announced that there year.
• •
are ten vacancies in the advanced
Word has been received from
course of Xavier ROTC. These
positions are available for basic the Army Depar.tment that stustudents finishing in January and dents who have successfully completed two years of college and
do not intend to continue their
studies may be given reserve
commissions. These men would be
called to active duty in the United States Army and given commissions as second lieutenants.
A i·oom under the dome of the Students interested in an Army
Union Building has been obtained career or an enlistment at this
by the members of the Musketeer time should contact Colonel Dunn
'49er and the Athenaeum to at Saint Barbara Hall.
serve as offices for the two staffs.
Under the direction of Gene
Driscoll, editor-in-chief of the
Musketeer, about 200 1hld chairs
were removed from· the room,
A pair of carolonic Concerts
and operations to clean the new
quarters were begun. After the will be presented by the Xavier
initial layers of dirt were re- University Clef Club on Sunday,
moved, the ceiling and dome was Dec. 19, at which time the
painted white, and the walls· blue. ensemble will visit St. Mary's and
At present, the floor is being Good Samaritan Hospitals to entertain both patients and staff.
sanded and waxed.
The program as being currentThe two staffs have obtained
some equipment for the offices, ly rehearsed will consist of popand have· requisitioned other ular Yuletide selections both old
equipment which will be forth- and new. The group· will appear
coming. Any persons interested under the baton of Director
in working on the business or Franklin with the assistance of
writing staffs of the Musketeer Henri Golembliewski, accompanare urged to contact Gene Dris- ist. These concerts will highlight
coll at this office or in the News a tentative schedule of holiday
presentations by the Club.
room.

•

Annual Staff Gets
Office In Union
Under Dome

Clef Club Plans
Hospital Tour

Got A 'Tummy' Ache? Student
Health Service Awaits You
By George Lampe
The Student Health Service,
the least publicized branch cif the
Department of Physical Education
and Athletics, was instituted primarily to further the aims of the
University to promote and perfect the physical as well as the
spiritual and intellectual growth
of the individual Xavier student.
The health service, begun over
a year ago under the direction of
Dr. C. R. Schroder, is located in
· the fieldhouse and at present is
equipped to handle heat treatments, X-rays, physicals, antiinfection shots, stitching, minor
surgery and most of the other
treatments ~ecessary in an ordinary year of school operation.
The staff of four doctors, all
Xavier graduates, include Drs.
Schroder, J. N. Janson, J. J,
Podesta and L. A. Smyth. One of
these fine physicians is on duty
every weekday from 9 a.m. to
10 a.m.
i
The service is open to the students, however, from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday
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and 8 a.m. until noon on Saturdays. The attendants ability and
experience can best be shown by
including their former rank:
Harold J. McKenna, PhM l/C;
Vincent Dougherty, Ph M 2/C;
Merril J. Effinger, PhM 3/C; Edward c. Carey, PhM; Wally
Hedges, army medic and David
J. Clarke. The attendants, all
students of Xavier, work under
the supervision of the medical
staff without exception.
The amount of work done by
the health service in a day is in
direct ratio to the clearness of the
weather. The sun will bring
about twenty ailing students
across the parkway while a heavy
rain will wash in a meager five
or so. In spite of inclement
weather, however, N o v em b e r
brought 178 students with maladies ranging from lacerations to
indigestion.
·
In the case of an emergency
occurring at night, Xavier men
are advised to contact John
Kiely, in El~t Hall or Dick Effinger, Barracks 13 before calling
a doctor.

Bob Conway, president of Student Council, made three fresh>:nen appointments to special
boards last week after consultation with the Rev. J. Peter Buschmann, S.J., assistant dean. Named
to offices were Bernard Dwyer
to the Social Committee, Jim
Ausdenmore to the A t h 1 e t i c
Board, and Tom Gallagher to the
Judicial Board.
Dwyer, a Jersey City, pre-engineering student, is an Elet Hall
resident. Because of his former
attendance at Seton Hall college
he is better acquainted with
school activities than most of his
fellow classmates.
Trusty guard of the freshman
football team, Jim Ausdenmore,
has been active in furthering
class spirit. A graduate of St.
Xavier high school, Ausdenmore
is pursuing a pre-medical course.
Gallagher, the appointee to the
Judicial Board, is an Honors A.B.
s t u d e n t and reporter for the
News. He, too, is a graduate of
St. Xavier high school and was
pro-tern president of his class
during its initial organization.
These men will assume their
duties at the next regular meeting of each of the boards.

Nazareth To Hold
Regional Meeting
Senior and Junior NFCCS delegates Larry Keller and Ray
Schlicte, RAP Chairman Milt
Partridge, and Regional President Jerry Conrey will travel to
Louisville this weekend to attend
a Regional Council meeting at
Nazareth college, December 12.
12. Bob Dauer, Dan Brown, and
John Leibold, Mermaid Taverners will accompany the officers
to the council meeting to propose before the council their
plans for a regional literary magazine.
The magazine, according to
Dauer, who is chairman of the
plan, will be published annually
and will comprise the best literary endeavors of all students in
the region. Its circulation will
reach from coast to coast, through
Catholic college channels.
Another mark of Xavier participation in the council meeting
will be the petition and reading
of the proposed plan by Milt
Partridge that Xavier be granted
a regional press commission. If
the plan is accepted and passed
by the Council, the activities in
NFCCS Press currently being
carried on by Dick Hartigan and
his staff, would become official,
and Xavier would become a central publicity office for Cincinnati regional activities.

-ne haters .w•Ill 0 Ver
C0 1UIDb•13 ·u• T earn

Boosters Elect New Officers

Pictured above are the new Booster officers. They are, seated,
to .r>: Rosemary Bomkamp, Walter Behler, l\lary Brinkmann
and Audrey ~lcCafferty. Standing, (I to r): Larry Barker, Russ
Weiler. Lou Grome, Bob Borchers a11d Harold Grome.
(I

Walt Behler was elected president of the Booste.r. Club at the
recent elections held at the Evening College.
Others officers include Larry
Barker, vice-president; Ro s e mary Bomkamp, corresponding
secretary; Mary Brinkman, recording secretary; Russ Weiler,
outside activity ,chairman; Har-

old Grome, inside activity chairman; Audrey McCafferty, publicity chairman; and Bob
Borchers, expediter.
.
The first activity of the group
under its new leaders will be a
Christmas dance held on Dec. 12
at the -school audiorium .. Harold
Grome is chairman in charge of
dance arrangements.

SPANISH CLUB

JUST RIGHT
FOR CHRISTMAS
. • • it's those distinctive and
attractive personalized matches
. • , economical too, for example:
Standard book match
50 books
$1.00
Phones: JE 7109-JE 6576
Or see: John Connelly
Jack Cade
Place your order now for
PERSONALIZED MATCHES

Los Caballeros De Javier, better known as the Spanish Club,
is well on its way to a successful first year. Already the club
has established a constitution to
be followed as a guide to better
themselves and to better the organization, which has as its chief
aim the better understanding of
the Spanish language and the
achievement of a greater interest in Spanish nations and their
allying customs.
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IT'S HERE AGAIN ! ! !

Pl ALPHA PHI
Presents For Your Holiday Enjoyment
Its Annual

Christmas formal Dance

I
I

Sinton Hotel Ballroom
DECEMBER 28
$4.00 per C,!Juple
Smooth Dance Rhythms By
Will Hauser and His Orchestra
... Genial Yule Cheer from 10 til 2

A Special Note To.X Men
Since 1924, Pi Alpha Phi has been unsurpassed in consistentty capturing the hearty spirit of social entertainment
that is most preferred for the lighter moments of college life.
Its aim in a quarter century of activity among men of your
set has been tlie presentation of distinctive events harmoniously adapted to your tastes.
Pi Alpha Phi's planning for 1948-49 has been pledged to
an even greater strengthening of its past excellent record. We
know you'll find many of your friends at the 1948 Christmas
Formal. We are certain you'll be more than gratified by the
cordial fineness of its atmosphere. Tickets are limited. We
urge you not to hesitate. Contact any of our 50 members on
campus now, and join us during the holidays.
Sincerely, Pi Alpha Phi

~111t111t11Mllll1t~>i1111!111111111t11t>t1tJtNtllltllllll

Returning frqm a dual tour of
eastern and midwestern colleges, r-::.i~=i;:::;::::::;j:::;:;:::;;;h;:--:::::::-:====::=~·
members of the Philopedian SoATOP CINCINNATI'S
ciety met with only limited sueHISTORIC MUSIC HALL
cess, winning one of five decision
debates. The lone victory was
scored over a team from Columbia university, according to Ray
Schlicte, society president.
All debates were concerned
with the collegiate debating topic
concerning federal aid to education in tax supported schools.
Schlicte said, "the X. U. debaters
presented the moral argument
..
. ··
and although it was a difficult
CINCINNATI'S· LARGEST AND FINEST DANCE FLOOR
subject to approach in secular
SATURDAY EVENING
SUNDAY EVENING
schools, we accomplished a great
deal." Schlichte added some of
the debates were audience deciand his Orchestra
and b1I Orchestra
sion which accentuated the eleTABLE RESERVATIONS NOW - CHeny 3086
ment of school spirit.

.;;;;;~-DbA>.;;;j]:

WILL HAUSER

ALVINO REY
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HOOPSTERS- FACE FAVORED I.U.
AFI'ER WIN OVER CEDARVILLE
HOOSIERS SEEK
THIRD VICTORY

Football Banq«.et Highlighted
By Butts', Kluska's Talk,
Stack's Election, Many Awards
By Joe Meyer, Jr.

By Frank Sommerkamp
Coach Lew Hirt's rampaging
Musketeer quintet, seeking their
second consecutive victory in as
many outings, will invade Big
Nine territory when they clash
with Indiana university in Bloomington, on Saturday.
Although not too impressive in
last season's play, the Hoosiers
are expected to serve the Blue
and White cagers with their most
severe test before the new year.
So far this season, Indiana U.
has copped an outstanding 61 to
48 victory over De Pauw university, and a 48 to 36 decision from
Michigan State.
I. U. Holds Series Edie
Xavier has never trimmed Indiana. They've met three times,
the last time in 1940, when the
Hoosiers won handily, 58 to 24.
Last year, Coach Branch Mc- !''
Cracken's cagers finish~d second 1 ,
last• in Big Nine competition,
winning three and losing nine.
nevertheless I. U. placed forward Don Ritter and guard Lou
Watson on the All-Big Nine second team.
Chief Hoosier Threats
Dark horse in the Western Con:Cerence hoop chase, the Hoosier
quintet will be paced once again
by Ritter and Watson. Ritter, the
mighty mite, was Indiana's most
prolific point producer last year.
He tallied 275 points in 20 games.
Watson, junior guard, is a de- Morthorst takes a rebound from
pendable rebounder and frequently takes the role of Indiana's
leading scorer with an uncanny
one-handed, long-range shot. The
pivot assignment will probably
go to Charley Meyer or Tom
Schwartz. Remaining berths will Morthorst, Ruberg
be filled by Gene Ring, a quickmoving guard from South Bend, Lead X To Victory
and forward William Garrett.
By Jack Schroeder
Coach Lew Hirt will undoubtXavier University's basketeers
edly field his winning combina- opened their 1948-49 season with
tion of last season. This will place a resounding· 67-29 victory over
Captain Malcolm McMullen at the Cedarville, Ohio, quintet becenter, ex-captain Art Morthorst fore a crowd of 4,000 fans in the
and Bobby Alston at the guard Fieldhouse last Saturday night.
slots, with Chick Boxwell and
Faulty ball handling and wild
Jim Kartholl rounding out the shooting prevailed throughout
five at forwards.
the first half in which Xavier
Coach Lew Hirt used three full
teams.
30 Quick Points
In the opening moments of the
final half, the visitors came within
six points of tying the score, but
The gridiron warriors of MarBig Blue tallied 30 times in
shall college, staging a daring the
the next seven minutes, and
aerial show before 8,000 thor- Cedarville was never in the
oughly chilled homecoming fans,
after that.
winged their way to a convinc- game
J 0 h n Townsley, Cedarville
ing victory over Xavier's hapless
Musketeers on Saturday after- center, led the evening's scoring
noon, Nov. 20, at Corcoran Field. with five field goals and two free
The g a m e, played in near throws for a total of 12 points.
Guard Art Morthorst, with 11
freezing weather on a sloppy
points,
was high for X. Sophofield, was a see-saw affair with
more guard Don Ruberg and
the lead changing hands four forward
Chick Boxwell were
times before the final gun.
next with nine tallies each.
Xavier scored once in the first,
Frosh Win
second and fourth periods, while
.
Marshall tallied twice iri the first,
The big blue sank 11 of 23
and once in each the third and charity tosses .while t~e losers
d
d i
1 th
f . ht
fourth quarters.
roppe n on Y ree 0 eig ·
Hartley and Wetzel starred for
The Xavier Fledglings trounced
the -victors; McQuade and Liber the visiti~g frosh 38 • 16 in the
were the Battalllon's big guns.
first game to make the night ~
complete success. The box score.
Che11men Bqttle Dec. 4 Xavier l'G rr T Cedarville FG :rr T
0
t O
l l 3 Shumate, t
~
An all-Xavier chess tourna- Kartholl,
Hoffer, f
O 0 Dunlap, f
2 0 •
ment, beginning Dec. 4, has been Boxwell, f 3 3 t Blouer, t
2 o 4
announced by Richard Riordan, :~~~~~:t.'1 : ~ 1~ ::.t:!°8~. 1 ~
Chess Club president. The tour- Alston, c
2 o 4 Wa111er, I
o o o
c • 22 oo 44 Ju1ttce,
1
o o o
ney will cover a period of six steenken,
nean, g
Blater!c, 1
2 1 &
weeks. Those interested should :~ei;:r:· I
: ~ : ~~:~ii.':
contact Riordan on campus or Benjamin, 1 l o 2 Townsley, c & a 12
0 0 0
Harry Zimmermen in Elet Hall. ~::~~en, c : : : Evan•, c
Roy Somhorst will handle Eve- e1.wneyer, c o o o Totals
13 3 n
ning College re1istrations.
Totall
21 u IT

?

I

Ceclarvllle.

Photo B11 Keller

FULL HOUSE SEES CA.GERS
SW AMP CEDARVILLE, 67-29

Herd Mars Alumni
Homecoming With
26-20 Upset Victory

°

g:

ggg

.·

With Wally Butts, head coach of the University of Georgia, as
principal speaker and Waite Hoyt as toastm~ster, the Xavie.r football
squad rounded out its season at a banquet m the Hotel Gibson last
week.
Festivities got under way when Jack Mulvihill, banquet chairman, introduced Dave Grote,
president of the Musketeer Club, then added his congratulations
who in turn performed the same to the team.
Freshman mentor 'Ned Wulk
duty for Waite Hoyt.
then took the rostrum to praise
Mayor Speaks
his boys for their spirit and team
Hoyt, after relaxing the as- play throughout the season both
semblage with bits of humor re- during their own games and in
called from his baseball days, their frequent encounters with
presented the Mayor of Cincin- the varsity. He awarded numerals
nati, a Xavier graduate of 1916, and sweaters to all 32 members
Albert D. Cash.
of the frosh squad.
Next on the agenda was Ed Graduating Co-Captain B o b
Kluska, Xavier c o a c h, who Conway then spoke for the four
thanked everyone connected with senior members of the team and
received a tremendous ovation.
Co-Captain Bob McQuade also
'49 SCHEDULE
spoke briefly.
PTobable Xavier Football SchedStackhouse Captain
ule For 1949 Season:
Kluska then announced that
Sept. 16 or 18............................................0pen th C t . . l t f
Sept. 25 ............st. Bonaventure or Canlsius
e ap am-e ec or next seas_Qn
Oct. 2............................................Quantlco IH> would be Ray Stackhouse, 245oct. 8.................................................. Mlaml <H>
Oct. i6 .................................... John Carroll IHI pound tackle. Stackhouse was
Oct. 22............................................Loulsvllle IAI elected by the vote of the nonOct. 30................................................Dayton (Al
Nov. 5.......................................... Kentucky IHI ·graduating letter winners.
Nov. i2 ........................................ Cinclnnatl (Al
Aft
Al St h
h d
n
Nov. it............................................ Marshall IAl
er
ep an
a
a (The first four games are tentative, the nounced the tentative football
last six definite.)
schedule for next season and
Father Mooney had made a brief
the University and the football talk, the main event began.
players for their "fine coopera- Wally Butts took over the microtion" and then awarded mono- phone and for the next' 45 mingrams to 27 of the 39 members of utes the hall was filled with all
the varsity squad. Those receiv- notes of hilarity, from snickers
ing the letter sweaters were Tom to boisterous laughter, as the 5'6"
Ballaban, Bob Buresh, Bob Con- Georgia Cracker told story after
way, Bing Crowe, Jim Daley, story of his famed football teams,
Bill Davis, Jim DeFranco, Tom his own coaching career and exDuff, Jack Gearding, Frank periences with Notre Dame's
Glade, Jack Hahn, Neil Hardy, guiding genius, Frank Leahy.
Spike ~elmers! Walt Hirth, JimGold Footballs
my Liber, Jim Marek, John
Martinkovic, Bob McQuade, Jim Gold 'footballs were then awardMurphy, Hughie O'Brien, Steve ed to the graduating lettermen
O'Dea, John Picciano, John Sa- by Le() Sack, president of the
ban, Charlie Squeri, Ray Stack- Varsity X Association. These
house, Howie Tolbert and Joe men-Bob Conway, Spike Helmers, Joe Zuzga and Howie TolZuzga.
bert-were welcomed into the
Frosh Numerals
Association by Sack.
Bill Feldhaus then rose to -the The Very Rev. Celestin J.
podium and said, among other Steiner S.J., president of Xavier,
things, that ". . . we've got an close the banquet with an adaim and we're on the way." dress, adding his congratulations
Backfield coach Charles Lavelle to the team and the coaches.

HOOPSTERS TO
FACE TOUGHEST
SCHEDULE EVER
With 23 games .. scheduled for
the current basketball season, the
Xavier Musketeer hoopsters will
find little time for mischief between now and the end of next
February.
Teams of such calibre as Seton
Hall, Long Island, Kentucky,
and Loyola of Baltimore will
provide stiff opposition for the
Musketeer team that won 23 and
T
lost only eight last season. his
year's schedule will be the roughest one played by a Xavier cage
•t
t
'll b
team as i s opponen s wi
e
out for revenge after last yeai"s
defeats. This season should definitely prove to one of the best
that the University has had as
there are few teams on the sched~e which. can be called easy
victories.
Dec. 4 Cedarville
Home
11 Indiana
Home
18 ..Georgetown
Away
20 Western Ontario Dome
Jan. 1 Bowlinl' Green
Dome
4 LoyolaofBaltJmore Away
5 Seton Hall
Away
Hanover
Dome
10
I;
13 Miami
Away
15 LoulavJlle
Away
22 Indiana State
Home
29 Loulaville
Dome
Feb. 1 BowHnr Green
Away
5 U. C.
Clncy Gardena
8 Lons Is. Clney Gardena
11 Toledo
Rome
13 Kentueky
Away
15 Dayton
Away
l l J hn C
II
A
o
arro
WaJ
19 Toledo
AwaJ
21 Miami
~ome
zt Manhall
Rome
It KJ. <tent) ClnoJ Gardena
ZT Da1to1t
Rome

NEW SEAT SYSTEM SET
FOR X BASKETBALL GAMES

Reserved Seats For All
Students After Jan. 1 Is
Promise Of Al Stephan
In a letter t_? the e~tire ~tudent
body of Xavier University, Al
Stephan, director of athletics, has
released information on a new
method of student seating at all
home basketball games. Stephan
also warned students . against
loaning or selling tickets from
their activity books.
T d C
F
Ti k t
ra e oupon or c e
The new method of student
s~ating, ~~reed upon by Unive~sity officials, Student Councll
d th Athl t' B d 0 f C
an
e . e ic oar.
ontrol, requires the trading of the
activity book coupon for a reserved seat by noon of the day
prior to the game the student
wishes to attend. Explaining this,
the letter states, "Students presenting their pass books at the
athletic ticket office in the fieldhouse will receive a reserved seat
stub for the particular game in
question. This privilege will be
extended until noon of the day
prior to the game in question. In
the event you do not do so, your
student activity book is good for·
general admission only-the
night of the 1ame.". Students

must present their own activity
book in order to receive their
reserved seat.
No Companion Tickets
.
.
.
Their will. be ~o reduced price
·for companion tickets, but students may purchase the reserved
~eat next to the seat t~ey o~t~in
m exchange for their activity
book coupon.
In regard to the transfer of activity books, Stephan warns that,
"Selling your activity book or
giving it to someone else for admission purposes constitutes absolutely the forfeiture of the student book. Attempting to regain
possession of the book . • . is
useless."
Begins .Jan. 1
Effective date of operation for
this method of seating will be
J an. 1, 1949. Only genera1 a d mission tickets will be sold for
the Western Ontario game.
Because of the tremendous
ticket sale expected for the Cincinnati game, students are asked
to turn in their tickets 10 days
before the contest. For all other
games noon of the day prior to
the game· will be the deadline
for ticket tradin1.

'
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Lady Luck Crushes Kluskamen
After EarlyByVictory
Splurge
}11de Hila

'°"~~~~~"~~'"'"''~'~~~

T~e curtain_ ha~ been dropped on another football season
and with t?e. p1g.skm all deflated and the j~rseys tucked in
mothballs it IS time to recap and take a fmal look at the
Musketeer's 1948 record. Ten times the Kluskateers went
to the ·barrier, but they paid first place money only four

'n'
THAT
THIS
'Yith the completion of the football s~ason, and the usual unhappiness that accompanies a losing season, at least in the matter
of games won and lost, the time to congratulate those who deserve
congratulations arrives. To Al Stephan and his efficient office staff
we doff our caps for their successful operation of the business department of the athletic office.

loss of the final four games by
loosing Ray Janaszak on a 74yard dash and holding Xavier for
downs on the one-yard stripe.
Both of those feats counted more
than the statistics, which were
left for the Blue followers to
crow about.
Pass Defensive Crumbles
The Quantico mud battle found
the Marines riddling X's pass defense and receiving one gift
score to ring up a 26-15 victory.
A much discussed pass interference ruling cost the Blue and
White at least a tie with John
Carroll as the Clevelanders eked
out a 13-7 triumph Nov. 13 at
Shaw Field. Jim Liber's well
executed 25-yard run provided X
with its only score in this migration day contest.
That's the recap. The Musketeers were sometimes brilliant,
sometimes under par, but always
a creditable representation of the
University.

times. They sped to three wins
in their first four games, but then to end Hal Paul gave them a 9-0
* * * • •
slumped considerably in taking win in a dogged battle. Tom
.. To the players on the team who received monograms: you de- o~ly one of the remaining six. Ballaban sparked the Blue line
served them. Those who didn't receive their letter, even though
Those opening tussles were in a fine performance and Jim
some of you may have merited such an award, we congratulate you very palatable to the Blue and Liber's twisting travels gave the
for your valuable assistanj)_e to the team.
White faithful, but too ·often in Oxfordites some anxious mo• • • • •
the later contests Lady Luck ments.
"Fate's Quirks"
· We cannot agree with the coaching staff in regard to the award- winked at the wrong bench and
ing of the v.arsity X. We believe that, for one, Gerry Keefe should bad breaks rather than poor
Those games referred to as behave been given a letter. There are numerous reasons for the award football caused the mediocre ing decided by fate's quirks were
to have been made, and no good reason has been brought forth for record.
the Dayton, John Carroll and
this ignoring of Keefe.
Opening night was strictly a Quantico Marine encounters.
Xavier affair as they scored a
• • • • •
Dayton started X on the toThe coaching staff cannot, it is true, give a monogram to every 31-0 win over Eastern Kentucky. boggan slide that resulted in the
member of the squad, for that would make the matter of winning The season's finale h<>wever was
one a 'joke, but certainly more than 27 of a 38 man squad (40 man another tale and the 24-man
squad if you count Fehring and Quehl) should . receive awards.' Marshall crew forgot to check the
There would even be a reason for giving every member of the squad pre-game ·selections that had
a letter this season in view of the way football is played now with .them pegged as a 13-point unoffensive and defensive teams and 400 substitutions a game.
derdog. They romped 26-20.
Warm-up Contest
• • • • •
·
·
In the Eastern tune-up the
The coaching staff has told us.that, in effect the footb~ll team
is a secret society. In his office the other day, Ed Kluska told us Blue used straight, fundamentdl
that he didn't think that members of the team should be questioned football and Bill Feldhaus' line
regarding certain decisions of the coaching staff. We, however, go stopped the Maroon ground aton the belief that the members of the football team are students tack cold. Bill Dav(s, with two
at ~avier _Dni':ersi~y and that their activit.ies are supported by touchdowns, and Jim Liber,
~avier University, its students, and the public. Therefore, we be- with some dipsy-doo dashing,
heve th~t whate~er. decisions the coaching staff makes regarding led X's offensive fireworks.
the keepmg or dismissal of certain players, injuries to members of
The second stop on the schedthe squad, and other information that would not be detrimental ule was at Stoll field in Lexingto an individual should be public property.
ton where Kentucky's potent
• • • • •
powerhouse never stalled in their
True enough, the team played good football, and played every 48-7 rout of the Battallion. The
game well, but they wound up with a record only one game better Musketeers' scoring machinery
than that compiled by Phil Bucklew.
was working in reverse gear all
• • • • •
evening, but a McQuade toss to
Pat Fehring, who played quite a bit of football on defense this DeFranco gave them the score
season, received no honor whatever for his participation-not even t h e Y couldn't get by going
his name on the banquet program. Dick Quehl, who did not stay through gigantic Bob Gain and
Below find just a few
on the squad as long as Fehring, was not listed either. Fehring was company.
Christmas gift suggestions
cut from the squad for smoking on campus, which· training rule he
Then came Oct. 2, and ~he top
had violated several times. However, cutting your first string de- game of the season: UC vs Xa-'
from Alms and Doepke's
fensive halfback is one way of committing football suicide. Our vier. The Blue was equal to the
coaches would probably have relieved the great George Gipp of occasion and threw the then
great Men's Gift Centers!
his football duties because of his famous disregard for all training highly rated Bearcats back to ;
rules. Luckily Gipp was coached by Knute Rockne and was per- their den by whipping them 13-7.
mitted to play despite his irregular habits.
A thrilling second half rally led
• • • • •
by Walt Hirth's flashy running
Bob McQuade will be with us again next season. We hope that gave X the sweetest victory they
by then a substitute can be found for him. This season the big worry have sniffed since the Georgewas, "What do we do if McQuade is hurt?" In the early games, es- town hair-raiser of 1941.
p~cially the Eastern Kentucky game, n~ other quarterback was
Victories Via Passing
given much game experience. In fact, all season Pete Lerario who
The Louisville and Western
was touted in 1947 as Bob's successor, was in on only six plays~ Tom Michigan games were somewhat
Bohannon, who played a bit more than Lerario and threw two touch- similar, taking the Cardinals
d~wn passes, didn't receive a letter either. We don't ·imagine that 46-26 and the Broncos 39-20.
either of these men, both of whom have the ability to succeed Mc- Louisville did show an offensive
punch that excelled the KalaQuade, fit into the Kluska-Feldhaus plan for '49.
• • • • •
mazoo club's offering, however,
Enough of these laments have been voiced, but· we have one and their two scatbacks, Tom
mor~ thin~ to ~ay. ~he gre~t~st freshme~ squad in the history of Lucia and Joe Trabue gave the
Xavier University will be ehgible for varsity competition next year 7,500 people at the Stadium 1
Cliff Wilkie, transfer student from Notre Dame and member
thrills and chills throughout the
this season's frosh basketball team, will be eligible and ready to contest. Bob McQuade snowed 1;
take a backfield position in '49. A nucleus of what could be a great under Western Michigan with an
Men's Shop - First Floor
football team will return from this season's squad. With the pie- avalanche of passes. Tom Bothora of football talent on campus now and ready to return next hannon pumped several strikes
year, the cry "Undefeated in '49!" may easily become a reality.
to make it a complete aerial rout
• • • • •
on Oct. 23 at Kalamazoo.
W A N T E D-Eveninq Colleqe Business Girls!
Basketball has already gotten underway with the warmup romp
Miami had all they could
·would you Jike a trip to California next Summer? Plans are
over Cedarville. Playing against a schedule that doesn't have a weak handle for 30 minutes at Oxford
being made right now for escorting an economy-emphasized
spot in it, the Musketeers have a team of champions. Each man is when Coach Kluska took his
2-week tour sometime next Summer, not to exceed $250.00.
an individual star, yet each man is a team star; each one working eleven there, but a third quarter
This will be exclusively your triP-not open to the public. If
for team victories rather than personal glory. No man can justly field 'goal plus a Mel Olix aerial
you will be interested and would like to make suggestions as
be singled out as the best player on the Blue hoop squad. We would /p;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;_;;;;_ _ _ _ _ _mi
to "When & Where" to go, phone or write "Miss California"
hate to be in Lew Dirt's position-he must name the startinr five.
with your ideas. More information about this coming event
What a pleasant predicament!
.
in later issues.
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Champ Hats ...... 5.95 to 7.50
Cugat Leisure Shirt ...... 10.00
BV D Ruggers Shirt ... 3.95 to 4.95
Pleatway Pajamas .... 3.95 to 5.50
Old Spice Sets . . . . . . 1.25 to 6.00
Arrow Fenway Shirts ....... 3.95
Sportsman Sets ..... 2.00 to 7.50
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Raincoats

.....IDENT741:Uwf'SERVICE

Umbrellas

For

GOOD TASTE
GOOD HEALTH

Rubbers
Galoshes
for men, women
and children.

MILK'

Ill PIOVIDUJ SUllH 1111 I
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ORCHESTRAS
TO FIT EVERY BUDGET
NO BAND TOO BIG -

NO BAND TOO SMALL

The Barney Rapp Agency
CALL RUTH RILEY

·~-~------"-·-
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Ba-sketball Play
To Launch New
lntranuiral Set-up
(Continued from Page 1)
game officials, timers, scorers,
and equipment managers were
enthusiastically received by the
unit representatives.
Feldhaus also stressed the need
for cl&e cooperation from all student participants in the 1-M program, particularly unit representatives. Admitting the program to have been a failure in
recent years, he expressed confidence that the new, broader
system will meet with great success after initial flaws are discovered and remedied.
Team lists were already presented to Feldhaus early thii;
week by representatives of the
campus· units. Meetings of the
day-hop unit representatives were
to be held soon after to accomplish the more difficult organization of those squads. The number of leagues to be formed will
depend on the number of teams
formed among the ,day students,
it was announced:"Whether any
games will be played during daylight hours was also contingent
on this factor.
Complete de:tailed regulations
for the intramural program will
be submitted by Feldhaus as soon
as all units have held sufficient
organization .meetings.

Ma1·ion Float Cops Gold Cup

The incongruity noticeable in the above photo of the float entered by Marion Ball at Xavier's Homecoming game float parade
on Nov. 20 was probably the very thing which prompted judges to
award it first place among the ten entries· of various organizations
on campus. Their ingenuity enabled the Marion Ball · lads to walk
off with the handsome gold trophy offered by the Alumni Association to the best float.
Members of the Alchemyst Club were not so fortunate in the
behavior of their entry-a "scientifically" contrived machine representing Xavier "splitting" the Marshall atom. Before the chemists
could get their float past the judge's stand it burst into flames which
required considerable slapping at the risk of burnt hands before
they could be extinguished.
-Photo by Pat Gleeson

Professional Men Wives' Club Party
Saturday Evening
Address Classes
Mrs. Paul Temming has been
In Econ., Bus•. Ad. appointed
chairman of the comAmong those who have visited
the Evanston Campus of Xavier
University have been several
qualified professional men in the
field of Business Administration.
These men have addressed Economics, Advertising,· and Business Administration classes.
Dr. A. J. Milstead of the United
States Food and Drug administration gave a demonstrated .lecture
to three classes in economics,
while Thomas Warrington, an
executive in the advertising department of the Procter and
Gamble Company gave an hour
lecture in the advertising class.
Others speakers included Joseph
B. M o o r m a n, general agent,
Equitable Life Insurance Company; George Young, president,
Cincinnati Better Business Bureau; Douglas· K. Fuller, vicepresident, and E. Leo Koester,
public relations director, Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce.
Speakers scheduled for December include: William J. Williams,
vice-preside~t, ,·Western . and
Southern Life Insurance Company_ .and a tentative lecture by
Jeffrey Lazarus, of the John
Shillito Company, in the field of
marketing.

mittee for the Musketeer Wives
Club Christmas party to be held
Saturday evening at Fricke's
restaurant 3259 Madison road,
Oakley.
- The committee has issued a
call for all married students and
their wives to attend the. gathering. A ,program of refreshments,
buffet supper, gift exchange, and
Christmas caroling are on the
program.
Officers of the Wives Club include: Mrs. Charles Wanley, president; Mrs. John Hoscheit, vicepresident; Mrs. Dan Kelly, secretary; Mrs. Thomas Killeen,
treasurer; and Mrs .. John Munroe, publicity director.
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RECORDS
SHEET MUSIC
GREET ING CARDS

• •
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SQNG SHOP
34-36 E. Fifth St.

Carols, Skating
Plannecl By FYC
Christmas caroling and a skating party in January have been
tentatively planned as future activities by the Evening College's
First Year Club, according to
Mraiuce Murphy, club president.
Definite arrangements for these
activities will be announced in
the future.
All members of the club, and
all Evening College freshmen
who are not as yet members, are
invited to attend.
The purpose of the FYC and
its numerous activities is to introduce evening division freshmen into the social phase of Evening College life by uniting them
in fun at informal activities.
XAVIER's FAVORITE
BARBER
JULIUS LOHR
3757 Montgomery Road
3 Blocks East of Campus

Calf Handbags

tlaeg're wonderftlllg prleedl

A handsome ba9, bec:i:Utifully styled in fine calf
leather is one of the very nicest things you can hang
on her Christmas tree. She'll love you for it!

MIKE'S
BARBER SHOP

top to bottom:

Cleanay & Montgomery Rds.

A calf box ba9, trim and compact, is
handsomely lined in rayon satin. It comes in black
or brown, has a gold-toned clasp--)2.50
A small calf pouch, is leather-lined to give YOU the
utmost in wear and handsomeness. It has a
heavy gold-toned clasp, comes in black or brown,
with single handle, will look well with any of
your suits or sport clothes--12.50
The elonqated hanclbaq, fashion's darling, opens
wide, is easy to get into and find things.
Lined in smooth rayon satin, it comes in black or
brown calf, has touches of goldtoned metal--12.50
This double-handled pouch baq has a two-way
opening, provides space to keep your purse neat
and handy. There is a lot of room. The
bag is rayon satin lined and comes in' black
or brown calf--12.SO

Haircutting
75c

A few squares east
of the Barracks
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Prices plus 20% Fed. tax
Mabley's Handbags : Street Floor

Ml:lbley & Carew
Shop from I0 o'clock to 5:30
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'Mary Of Scotland,' Maringer's Band • ••

I

Josepli H. Albers

infant ini~iates hope. that t~e. date
of the thirteenth will not d1spell
any of its supposedly characteristic omens.
The new members-to-be include
Herman Zimmerman, Fred Newbill, Gene Mahaney,. and Leo
Breslin, sophomores; Paul Bleumle, junior; and Robert Conrad,
senior.

Re-elected Prexy
of Xu D a d S ' Clltb

DOWN FRONT
By A.l Moser
When the curtains of the South Hall Little Theatre part Saturday night the audience will be watching one of the greate&t historical dramas of recent years unfold before them. "Mary of Scot. land" was written by one of our great . playwrights. Maxwell
Anderson has few peers in his talent for characterization. The great
British critic, Strong, either said in one of his books or q~oted someone else as saying, that it is the job of the playwright to portray
in the few short hours at his disposal, in the confines of a narrow
stage, the characters of the persons on that stage. He must make it
clear to the audience everything that his characters might have done
in the past and what they will probably do in the future. This is
a monumental task, and Anderson does it grandly.
Perhaps this hasn't been said
well, but it is impossible to par- seen to be appreciated, and the
aphrase or capture the full mean- playgoer who sees it will carry
ing and feeling of a great artist. away with him a rich and full
"Mary of Scotland" must be experience .. ,
ORCHIDS FOR MELODY MASTERS
Sitting in the fieldhouse last Saturday night at the basketball
game, I realized that I've waited. much longer than I should have
to cast some verbal bouquets in the direction of the outstanding
Musketeer Band and Gil Maringer. I've heard many people during
the football season, and again last Saturday night, describe the band
with the modern collegian's favorite adjective-terrific! And I can't
think of any better word to describe the band's exceptional work
both in skillful music-making and in well executed drill formations.
/It has occurred to me that all
Xavier went for many years
too few people know the diffi- with a less than mediocre band,
culties of a marching band. Con- but Gil Maringer will have no
sider only what appears to be compromise with mediocrity. His
the easiest part of their work- band-our band-is great, and
marching down the field in this greatness has been accomclosed formation. Anyone who plished through long, hard, sweathas marched in ranks knows that ing hours of work by a group of
it's no easy job to keep them talented men. They must cerdressed up. But add to thM! a tainly enjoy a feeling of past jobs
drum bouncing around against done well and future jobs worth
the legs (and it does bounce) or doing well. To you, Mr. Maringer
the mouthpiece of a trumpet or and men of the Musketeer Banf,
trombone digging into lips th~t I say Thank You, and wish you
feel about three times their nor- continued artistic success in the
mal size. And don't forget that future.
while the clarinetist is trying to
keep in step and in line with
The Drug Store elosest to
about 'twenty-three other fellows
·· Xavier Univenlt1
in his rank, he has io ·watch -the
fellow in front of him, besides
The A.be Baumring
/ reading his music and watching
Pharmacy
the major's beat. No, it's no snap
EVANSTON
job this marching bandsman has.

At a meeting held on Campus
Dec. 1 by the Board of Governors, Mr. Joseph H. Albers was
re-elected president of the Xavier University Dads' Club for
1949.
Also re-elected were Jerome
M. Feiertag, first vice-president;
John Fischer, second vice-president; Edward Winter secretary;
and John McCarty, treasurer.
New members elected to the
Board of Governors were John
McCarty, Edward V. Winter,
Charles E. Deye, Edward Bradley, Leo E. Oberschmidt, and Albert J. Bechtold.
Rev. Lester Linz, S.J., has announced that the Dads' Club will
hold a Christams party on Dec.
21, to be followed by a FatherSon night on Jan. 25, 1949.

Seniors To Report
Seniors anticipating graduation in January, June, or August, 1949, who have not yet
checked their reeords with the
Registrar are asked to do so
as soon as possible.

Wool Gabardine Trench Coats

The ideal topcoat
for the "clothes
conscious guy--complete with epaulettes, w r i s t
Mermaid Tavern
straps, and full
To Hold Initiation
belt---in popular , : ·~·
Six new members will be inducted into the Mermaid Tavern,
exclusive university writers club,
tan gabardine. A
following the traditional ritualistic initiation, Monday evening,
$40.00 value only
Dec. 13 on the Evanston Campus.
•

Already having distinguished
themselves among the faculty
and student body by wearing the
customary arm band illustrating
a mermaid and also having demonstrated their prowess in the
recent Tavern-News game, the
--------------

RARE Q·PPORTUNITY!

II

•24-75
Alterations free. Regulars,
'-

shorts and longs.
AT

STUDY ••• TRAVEL

SPAIN

IN
BARCELONA GROUP
65 Days June 29, 1949
MALAGA GROUP
65 Days July 2, 1949
.·
SPONSORED BY

.·MAX'S CLOTHES,, Inc.
"WHERE STYLES BEGIN"

UNIVERSITY of MADRID
For Information Write

N. E. Corner 7th & Central

Spanish Student Tours

Clip this ad-It's worth $1.00 on any one purchase of $5.00 or more.

500 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18, N. Y.

OAMELMILDM
1

IOR YOURIE1F I

Prove for yourself what throat specialists
reported when ~0-day smoking test revealed

NO THROAT IRRITATION
due to smoking CAMELS!
-MAKE YOUR OWN 30-DAYCAMELMILDNESSTEST.
Smoke Camels, and only Camels, for 30 days. Prove for
yourself just how mild Came.ls are!
Hundreds of men and women, from coast to coast, recently
made a similar test. They smoked an average of one to two
packs of Camels a day for 30 days. Their throats were examined by noted throat specialists. After a total of 2470 examina·
tions-these throat specialists reported not one single case
of thl'oat irritation d11e to smoking Camels!
But prove it yourself ... in your "T-Zonc." Let YQPI~
Q~N T~_§.!~ tell you about the rich, full flavor of Camel's
choke tobaccos. Let )"OUR.PW~ '.fH~ give the geod
news of Camel's cool, cool mildness.

. ullo-neg = flJlrecA
According to a Nationwide survey:
I

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE
Docrors smoke for pleasure, too! And when three leading independent research organiza·
dons asked 113,597 doctors what cisarecce they smoked, the brand named most w111 Camell

<fduatanlee l

Try Camels and test them as you smoke them. If, at any time, you are
not.convinced that Camels are the milJcst cigarette you ever smoked,
return the package with the unused Camels and we will refund its full
purchase price, plus poSlagc. (Sig11ed) R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Com·
pany, Winston-Sale~, Norch Carolina.
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Organ Music
To Precede
Hoop Games
Early arrivals at Xavier's basketball game last Saturday night
were given a preview of future
pre-game and half-time programs -'when they heard Mr.
Joseph Link, Jr., chairman of the
Department of Economics, at the
organ.
Under the direction of Mr.
L i n k, a varied and interesting
program has been planned for the
current basketball season. Prior
to each game Mr. Link will give
a 30-minute concert, consisting
of Christmas, popular and ·college
songs, at the console of the new
Baldwin two manual organ.
At half-time in order to supplement the regular band program and to replace it during
the Christmas holidays, Gene
Mahaney, accordianist, and Bill
Lock, bass-player, will combine
with Mr. Link to form an instrumental trio. Don Steltenkamp,
baritone soloist, is also slated to
perform.
The program is to be televised
over WLW-T with Tom Rusch
doing the spot announcing. All
of these men are veterans of the
"Xavier Presents" radio series
aired over WKRC during the last
two seasons.
Mr. Link also plans to use the
east wall of the Fieldhouse as a
20 foot by 20 foot screen to flash
bouncing-ball slides for community singing. Each week the "Hit
of the Week" will be projected
on the screen.

BOARDS KEEP
COUNCIL BUSY

Alchemysts Will
Initiate Members

(Continued from Page 1)
ganizations to the Social Committee. Discussion over the degree ·of independence .enjoyed by
the Campus Committee entered
the issue only to be halted abruptly when Mel Hessler, senior class
president, recdtnmended that the
question be referred to the Judicial Board for clarification.

The Alchemyst Club, rapidly
becoming one of the most active
organizations on the campus, will
hold their first initiation since
their reorganization on Friday
night, Dec. 10 on the Evanston
Campus.

A report delivered earlier by
Soph Kevin Gallagher, Judicial
Board member, included a request that more Council issues
be referred to his group so that
more thorough clarification might
be forthcoming. Gallagher also
reminded Councilmen of their
. h t
. . th
constitutional rig t 0 uti1ize e
Board for decisions which ordinarily consume much of their
time.
Other action by Council included passage of a proposal requesting the· administration to
re-allocate rooms to organizations
needing such space on campus
when the ROTC gains occupation
of the new Armory. Jack O'Leary,
the Campus Committee's representative to Council, reminded
members that among those rooms
needed badly is a property room
wherein all display and decorative material may be stored.

BOX

For Delicious Food and cocktails
in a charming, intimate and sophisticated atmosphere.
Music to relax you.

Cocktails

Too Important To Forget -

Attention Students
Take advantace of
Our money saving offer
$5.00 Food Books for $U5

·· .Patsy Klein's
Restaurant
3472 Readin&' Road
Cincinnati 29, Ohio
Telephone AVon 9474

The tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO.
2519 Vine Street

AV. 6480
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"GIVE ~EM BY THE CARTON"
- says Arthur Godfrey:

Students of German are advised that a prize will be awarded
to the outstanding second year
student at the end of the spring
semester, according to Rev. Paul
L. O'Connor, S.J., dean of the
Liberal Arts College.
The prize of $25 has been donated by the American Citizens
League through its president,
Jakob Herz. The league. is an
organization for the encouragement of the study of German and
to assist· those of German descent in becoming American
citizens.

SINCE SEPTEMBER 2 , 1948
10,408 COLLEGE S UDENTS
HAYE CHANGE

RENT A TYPEWRITER

Student rate, 3 months $10

NE\V PORTABLES Ro:raJ,
Coronq, Remln•ton and re.
STANDARD maehlne. tor
•to.llO up, BUDGET 1ale
per weell,

PETER PAUL SERVICE

801 Main Street

MUSI~

According to D 0 n Blaney,
that satisfy till 1:00 A.M.
chairman, over 50 men will be
initiated. These students all have
Saturday, 2:00 A.M.
14 hours or more in chemistry.
Seniors entering the _club 'will
FOIJNI'AIN. SQIJAJIB BOl'BI..
not be subject to the initiation.
Robert Cordray, Mgr.
MA 4660
Details about the initiation have
not been announced but it is
known that ·an extensive pro- llllllllll!llllllllUfilll!!!!!illll~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
gram is planned. John Burske - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and Joe Dooley are assisting .=r#ir#ir#lr#ir#ir#ir#lr#ir#ir#ir#lr#lr#lr#lr#I-.
John Hoscheit, president, in the - - - - - - - - - - - - - - arrangements.
------,--------

German Prize
To Be Awarded

All makH
Underwood,
conditioned
1aJe. Prlee
term•, •t.llO
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